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COLLEGE CALENDAR.
Thursday, December 7. 7.30 P. M. Miss Alice
Stone Blackwell will read from her transla-
tions of South American Literature. Place to
be announced.
Friday, December 8. 7.30 P. M. The Barn.
First performance of Junior Play.
Saturday, December 9. i.ao f. Mi The Barn. Sec-
ond and final performance of Junior Play.
Sunday, December 10. Houghton Memorial Chapel.
11.00 A. M. Dr. O. P. Gifford of Brookline.
7.00 P. M. Musical Vespers.
Tuesday, December 12. 4.15 P. M. Billings Hall.
Lecture on Brass Musical Instruments by
Professor Macdougall.
7.45 P. M. Billings Hall. Lecture on Birds
by Mr. Bade.
Wednesday, December 13. 7.15 P. M. Billings
Hall. Christian Association Meeting. Speaker,
Rev. Abraham Rhibany. Subject, Our Shep-
herd and our Father.
Thursday, December 14. 7.15 P. M. St. Andrew's
Church. Speaker, Mary Eliza Clark. Sub-
ject, What does thou see?
Christian Association Meetings.
8.15 P. M. Billings Hall. Concert by Miss
Montgomery, vocalist, and Miss Brocklebank,
accompanist, of the Department of Music.
Friday, December 15. Department Clubs Meet.
Saturday, December 16. The Barn. Afternoon
and Evening. General Aid Fair and Doll
Show.
READING BY SIR RABINDRANATH TAGORE.
A wonderful experience for those who heard him
was the reading by Tagore, Friday night, Decem-
ber 1. Dressed in his native robe, brown, loose
and flowing, and with his long gray hair and
beard, Tagore looked the prophet and the seer.
Before reading some songs from the "Gitanjali,"
he explained how he had written them: while at a
school for boys in Bengal, he had made the songs
and set them to tunes. Later, during a time of
nervous breakdown, he occupied his time in trans-
lating them into English. When he went to Eng-
land he took the manuscript with him, and showed
it to some English friends; it was Mr. Yeats
who persuaded him to let the Indian Society of
England publish the poems. This was Tagore's
first attempt in the English language; the appre-
ciation of the poems, he said, was far beyond his
expectation. He told of his pleasure in writing in
English; and how the English poems were more
like reincarnations than translations.
After the selections from the "Gitanjali," the
poet read a couple of war songs which had been
published in the London Times shortly after the
outbreak of the war. He explained that in reality
they had been written a fortnight before war was
declared, when he was in the hills of the north of
India, where he could get no news, but felt great
anguish of soul.
The war songs were followed by a number of
child poems from "The Crescent Moon.'' These
were delighted in themselves, and the pleasure in
them was made doubly great by the poet's inter-
pretation, and by his unconscious gestures
He then read a short story: the tale of a friend-
ship between a child and a peddler of fruits. The
story was a touching one, and the poet's reading
of it proved his contention that prose could be as
musical as poetry.
The story was to have marked the end of the
evening, but at the request of President Pendleton,
he read several more of the child songs.
The poet's voice was high-pitched and flexible,
very expressive, ranging easily from interpretation
of childhood to the deeper tones of the war songs.
The great poet sat motionless throughout the
evening, except for the unrestrained gestures ac-
companying the songs from the Crescent Moon;
only for the last few poems did he stand, claiming,
as he had said, "A Hindu poet's privilege" to sit
and read to his audience.
Sunday Afternoon.
The Chapel was filled in a very few minutes
Sunday afternoon, December 3, when the entire
college, those who had already had the privilege
of hearing him, and those to whom this had been
denied, eagerly hastened to hear Tagore.
Before beginning to read his poems, he told us
of the mendicant singers of India, who go from
village to village singing religious songs, and whose
memories are preserved among the people not by
statues or life histories, but by the annual celebra-
tion of their birth. And this tribute of the peo-
ple,—the acknowledgment that the thought of the
poem has made a personal touch upon a heart, is
dearer to the poet than the praise of finished
critics.
Undoubtedly this was the type of tribute paid
by all of us Sunday afternoon to the beautiful
poems and to their author.
In the evening Tagore read at Zeta Alpha
House to some two hundred students. The gather-
ing was more informal litvc, but the interest in the
poet was just as great. It is seldom that we have
such an opportunity as has been afforded us
through this visit of one of the greatest present-
day poets. We sincerely appreciate the generosity




It is entirely fitting that our Thanksgiving Pro-
clamations this year were not aggressively buoyant
. . . There is a skeleton in the closet of our pros-
perity; we cannot help seeing it when the door is
ajar. Our total profits made out of the war are
conservatively reckoned to be $2,400,000,000; our
total war charity amounts to $34,000,000. America
has given $12,000,000 for the relief of Belgium.
England and France have sent to this country
$238,000,000 to buy food and clothes for Belgium;
out of this charity fund contributed by these war
stricken nations, America has made a profit of
over $47,000,000. Out of Belgium's necessity,
therefore, we have made, in profit, four times what
we' have contributed to her need
We have given $207,000 to Serbia. France gave
twice as much and England gave $8,000,000; yet
our total war profits are reckoned to be $2,400,-
000,000. Christians should do well to refrain from
tossing up their hats over this kind of prosperity.
It may not be our fault that we are fattening
while the rest of the world starves, but it gives
Christians something serious to ponder. The
tragic aspect of our situation is that we are not
being chastened by sacrifice and that we have not
been swept off our feet by a mighty compassion
for Europe's suffering. Some of us have shud-
dered and "had nerves" over it, but most of us
have not given bountifullyjif our substance. . . .
Europe will come forth from this war physically
weak and deformed ; but who shall say that Amer-
ica's deformation may not be more disfiguring?
We are reminded of that cutting word of Nietzche:
"This is the smallest thing to me since I have been
among men that one man lacks an eye, another an
ear, another a leg or an arm, I have seen men of
whom everything was lacking except that of one
thing they had too much—men who were all ear
or eye or belly."
AN APPEAL.
It is high time we bestirred ourselves and ex-
amined our hearts to find whether there is not a
message for us in such arraignments as the above.
Is college a place of absolute selfishness? When
one considers the half-heartedness of our giving it
would seem so. Our gifts are meagre, our gen-
erosity never touched with sacrifice. Our sympa-
thies are hike warm.
If there were not a certain obtuseness in our
sensibilities it seems incredible that we should be
constantly spending so much money on things
which are purely selfish luxuries. To take a con-
crete and particular example doesn't the money
spent on flowers here betoken a lack of fine feel-
ing on our part?
The custom of giving flowers on every conceiv-
able occasion from society initiations to class elec-
tions has been on the increase of late. The habit
has become stereotyped, a burden rather than a
spontaneous impulse—and yet we continue it.
Under any circumstances it is an unwise custom,
at the present time, it is a wanton extravagance.
We say we cannot afford to give toward War
Relief. Here is one definite way that we can
make ourselves able to afford it. Here is one way
in which we can show that we are not selfish
children who see only the duty of conforming to
traditions because they are traditions, but women
able to hear the larger call to the great duty of
sympathy.
On December 18, the Heads of Organizations
will hold a meeting at which this question will be
discussed. But the actual forming of public opin-
ion must come through individual effort. Is the
giving of flowers the only way you have of show-
ing your friend your appreciation of her success,
your congratulations and good wishes?
Won't you think this over—and help?
HARRIET JESSUP HAND, '86.
Harriet Jessup Hand, a loyal friend, a devoted
unselfish daughter, a great and noble woman, who
faced with high courage and unfaltering purpose
a life of struggle. Never very strong physically,
she suffered for years as a result of overwork at
the organ, and at the last her system, weakened
by the long strain upon it succumbed. Cheerful,
helpful and bouyant, she was a power in the
community, in the church and in the family. Her
house, her intellect and her conscience were always
in order, and when the summons came she could
step forth without hesitation saying "Master, here
am I."
One thinks of Hattie as of some fine and deli-
cate Greek vase. Her pure and beautiful spirit
shone through the flesh, transfiguring it with a
radiance no time can dim. Lovely and beautiful
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I feel that, if they have an opinion, that they
should try to help the situation by expressing it.
In writing this Free Press, I speak as one who
knew the "old system," first as a- non-society girl,
then as a society member, who witnessed the
change to the present plan, and who has since
enjoyed her visits to her society home and the
exceeding good fellowship displayed there, without
knowing much of the actual "society situation."
A comparison of the present system with the
former one would necessitate too long an article.
Suffice it to say that the greatest advantages of
the present system lie in the fact that it has helped
us all to enjoy the friendships and appreciate the
inherent worth of girls who under the former sys-
tem would never have become society members,
and that it recognizes other qualities than the
ability to make friends; its greatest danger in its
demanding of a girl loyalty to one organization
when she prefers to pledge her loyalty to another.
The community of ideals that should exist in a
society is endangered by this method, and the
initiation of half-hearted members is a travesty of
the initiation service and, most important, unfair
to the initiate.
The question arises: Should societies be abol-
ished? I think not. The question is not whether
societies are, or are not, ideal institutions, but
whether they are beneficial to the existing college
life. Wellesley is not Eutopia, nor is the world
for which students are preparing. Many of the
laws under which we live are not ideal; but they
are advantageous. Student Government is not an
ideal institution; but, considering our present de-
gree of civilization and standards, we cherish it.
Is it not so with societies? They (1) promote use-
ful and pleasant work, (2) cement friend-
ships, (3) give the help that the common bond
between a few congenial spirits affords to the
following and attaining of ideals.
What would there be without the present socie-
ties? Not an absence of societies but a crop of
new, unrecognized ones which for their very secrecy
and purely social character would leave as many
"hurt feelings," and less good to balance them.
And here I should like to make a plea for more
stoicism. Why these "hurt feelings." I know
from experience that it is not the pleasantest thing
in the world to be left by one's friends as they go
"to the House" on Wednesday evening; but worse
than their going is the manner of their going, a
sort of sympathetic, apologetic departure, if pos-
sible unnoticed, showing an attitude which is quite
uncalled-for. Furthermore if our feelings are so
easily hurt, life will go hard with us in the "wide,
At a time when we are being asked to give and
are desiring to give to so many good causes, the
appeal of the National Allied Relief Bazaar to
open at Mechanics Hall on December 9, inviting
us to help ourselves while we are helping others,
is particularly attractive. We are all at this sea-
son hunting for Christmas gifts which are unique
and at the same time inexpensive. There could
be no better place to shop than at the Trinket
Booth, the Junk Shop, and the various national
and state booths of the Bazaar, where the greatest
variety of articles ranging in value from five cents
to $14,000, are offered for sale. In the second
place, for our own enlightenment we cannot afford
to miss the opportunity to see the display of real
British trenches, of barbed wire entanglements, of
aereoplanes and of the great British "tank" mak-
ing its excursions across the trenches. Moreover
the expenditure of money for our pure enjoyment,
which elsewhere in the light of the world's great
suffering seems so selfish, is quite justifiable at
the Bazaar where even the actors and actresses
are gladly giving their services that all the pro-
ceeds may go for the relief of war sufferers.
The magnificence and splendor of the Bazaar,
its varied forms of entertainment, its shopping
facilities at the Christmas season are great ap-
peals to the New England public, but a still
greater appeal comes through the opportunity
which the Bazaar offers to neutral citizens to send
relief in greater measure than ever before to the
sufferers abroad not as Allies, but as human
beings.
wide world." However, I think that this matter
is overemphasized; and trust that there was never
a non-society girl so selfish as to wish to deprive
her friends of the pleasure of society membership
because it was denied her.
Then again, why all this cry of unequality and
lack of democracy? What kind of equality and
democracy do we want? We want, the world
over, an equality of opportunity, never an equality
of attainment, until all humanity has attained
perfection. All girls entering Wellesley enter on
the same level, equal. The question of their ad-
mittance to societies that recognize scholarships
and public service depends upon their attainments,
as will their usefulness and success in after life;
and certainly a recognition of those attainments
given hand in hand with the opportunity for
further attainments is an advantage to those who
gain it, and its withdrawal will not bring more
benefit to those who fail to attain.
In closing, I would make a plea for calm con-
sideration of this question. Is it the system that
makes the difficulty, or human nature with its
selfishness, its pride, its inconsideratedness. which
will bring "rushing" into the social life, and petty
politics into the official life of the college, to the
destruction of any system. None of the plans
thus far suggested will conserve to the society its
three fields of usefulness so well as does the pres-
ent plan. Be sure, if a change is made that it is
for the ultimate good of all concerned, and that it




For some time now, Miss Davis and others
acquainted with conditions in the various college
buildings have felt the necessity of extending the
Wellesley Fire Drill system to include the Barn.
There is no building on campus which would burn
more rapidly if a fire should once get started in
it. And there is no building where a panic could
more easily occur. The time honored custom of
shoving the seats forward packs in the audience in
such a way as to make speedy exit almost impos-
sible unless all co-operate and there is perfect
order. It can be done; but practice is absolutely
necessary. Therefore from now on fire drills in
the Barn will be events of frequent occurrence.
We must recognize the need for these drills; we
must study the directions given and, when the
drills occur, we must take care to move in orderly
manner exactly as we have been directed. The
directions to be followed are printed on another
page of this paper.
II.
An Explanation,—of What?
The Explanation from the Student Members of
the College Lecture Course Committee, in the last
issue of the News was anything but satisfactory
to the "keenly disappointed." If the canvas which
was made in every dormitory had included every
corridor and every room, which it did not, the
number of students without the desired tickets
would surely have exceeded the "400" mark. A
group of even 300 students, one-fifth of the entire
student-body, was not to be disregarded,-—espe-
cially when it would have doubled the number of
students who really were able to secure tickets,
which was limited to three hundred.
One of Wellesley's foundation principles is de-
mocracy which means equal opportunity for every
member. "First come, first served" was not a
good precept in this case, first, because academic
appointments made it impossible for some girls to
be present when the sale of tickets began; and
secondly, because even if all could have been pres-
ent at the same time, some would have been un-
reasonably excluded by the exhaustion of the
tickets. Moreover, over 30% of the tickets sold
were reserved for the faculty, for they received
about 150 as against the 300 allotted to the stu-
dents. Of course, we wish the faculty to have the
first and best of everything, but in this case the
proportions seemed rather unbalanced. Wc arc
all proud to think that the standards of Wellesley
college entitle her to a leading position among
women's colleges, and we, therefore, feel it a pity




Although, at times, alumnae, in expressing their
opinions on matters of general discussion and in-
terest at Wellesley, do so unwisely in view of their
lack of knowledge of existing conditions, when their
point of view is solicited on a question so vital to
students and alumnae alike as that of the Societies.
THE WELLESLEY NATIONAL BANK
The Wellesley National Bank in its several Departments has aimed to meet every
banking need of the Wellesley College faculty and students.
We allow a rate of interest which is based on the length of time you leave the money
with us.
We issue Cashiers Cheeks without charge to all depositors,
discussed and promptly attended to.
Financial matters willingly
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that she finds it necessary to limit one of the rarest
privileges she has to offer to such a small propor-
tion of her students.
If the thing had been unavoidable, there would
have been some compensation for the disappoint-
ment, but there was a way of escape. The Barn
and the Gymnasium were out of the question, but
the Chapel was a shining possibility. Why should
our reverence for the Chapel have put us in a
more unreceptive attitude than the thoughts of ex-
aminations which linger above the uncertain seats
of Billings Hall? And why should the spirit of
the lecturer be deadened by the Chapel? Surely
the nave of the Chapel would be filled, and the
audience could make the lecturer feel their en-
thusiasm by attention to his subject, just as much
as by applause. In fact doesn't applause often
break rather harshly into one's thought after an
inspiring lecture? It is unlikely that any of the
objections to the Chapel would spoil the success
of the lecture-course half so much as two results
of the present arrangement: first, the crowding
of girls about the doors and windows of Billings,
who wish to hear and see something in spite of
the Lecture Committee; and second, the general
dissatisfaction in that those who have tickets feel
a bit selfish about it, and those who have not, feel
the injustice of it. The first condition must have
been rather annoying to both lecturer and audience
last Friday night. One cannot imagine such a
thing happening at Vassar or other leading col-
leges where similar lecture-courses are open to the
entire college free of charge. The condition of
dissatisfaction is undesirable because it is de-
structive to the good spirit for which Wellesley
stands.
As to the question of the Student-Alumnae
Building,—the need of that is already realized and
will be met as soon as possible, and the disap-
pointment of a group of students in a matter
which might have been adjusted is no proper in-
centive to work for a future good. Therefore,
although we appreciate the fact that the Lecture
Committee made some effort to accommodate
everybody, many of us feel that the obstacles in
their way were not insurmountable and we earn-
estly regret that they did not further their efforts
on behalf of the college at large.
E. M. L., 1919.
III.
A Plea for Another Addition to the Library.
This summer I had the good fun of escorting
my mother and father over the campus on their
first visit to Wellesley. I felt delightfully im-
portant and of another world than they as I
pointed out the Ad. Building and the Chapel. I
enjoyed father's surprise at the size of Tower
Court, and mother's delight in the lake path as if
I had long been accustomed to such sights. But
when we came to the library we all were on un-
familiar ground. I had never been in the new
addition before, and the reading room without its
swarm of busy page-turners or obliging librarians
was a strange place to me. Books and magazines
were not in their accustomed places, even the pic-
tures of the presidents had been taken down.
Mother was particularly disappointed in this, for
she had been reading Florence Converse's "Story
of Wellesley," and was anxious to link the picture
portraits with the word sketches of the book.
After a little investigation we discovered the pic-
tures against the wall of one of the new rooms, and
then my discomfiture began. For I was not able
to name the women who had looked down upon me
during a year of study. Of course I knew and
pointed out Mrs. Durant, Alice Freeman Palmer,
and our own President Pendleton, but which was
Miss Hazard or Miss Shafer was left to a guess.
I think that many of the college students would
have had the same difficulty, and as time goes on
the number of ignorant ones will increase. Surely
in a place where these women have meant so much
this is all wrong. We should at least know the
names as well as the faces of our own Wellesley
presidents! It would take little time or money to
supply brass or copper plates inscribed with the
name and years of service, similar to the one
beneath Mrs. Durant's picture. And would it not





The problem of getting our lessons prepared
without staying up unreasonably late at night is
puzzling the Freshmen. The upper classmen seem
to have solved it. They tell us that they would not
think of staying up until one or two o'clock in the
morning, three times a week. They laugh at us,
scold us, and tell us we must not stay up, but they
offer us no way out of the difficulty.
The opinion of the upper classmen seems to be
that we waste our time throughout the day, do not
keep quiet hours, and visit altogether too much.
This is absolutely true in many cases. Freshmen
try to study and entertain visitors at the same
time; they laugh and shout without regard for
their neighbors; and they waste time in conversa-
tion that might be spent in study.
But what is to be said of the girls who do none
of these things? There are many who live in quiet
houses, visit very little, do not waste their time, and
yet are forced to stay up late at night. They are
not all girls who do not know how to study, but
girls who are doing well in classes, and getting the
high marks that they ought to get.
Many upper classmen tell us that we should
study when we come back from classes in the
afternoon until dinner time. A reasonable amount
of study before dinner is possible, but we cannot fill
our day only with eating, sleeping and studying.
There must be some time when we can temporarily
forget our studies and actually waste a little time.
Why should that time not be when we most need
it, after the day's classes are over? The gym
periods are no recreation, neither are the hurried
walks to and from campus. When they are over,
we are not fresh to begin work again.
We are told we should make more use of the
library, particularly in the evening. In the day
time, when we are on campus for classes, we like
to use the library; but in the evening, when
we are down in the village, more time and energy
are used up in going to and from the library than
in studying in our rooms, even while noise is going
on around us.
Our instructors require two hours preparation
for each class. There are often not enough hours
in the day to give the two hours to each subject
unless we stay up at night. We. know that Se-
niors have fewer recitations than Juniors and
Sophomores. We have heard that Seniors do not
stay up as late as Juniors and Sophomores. Have
not these facts some connection? Might we not
infer that Freshmen, who have the most recitations,
must stay up the latest?
Laying aside the difficulties of noise, visiting,
and wasting time, which do not apply to so many
girls, perhaps the reason for our staying up late
is that we have not yet learned to fit our studies
to our time, perhaps because the character of the
work is new to us, perhaps because we have act-
ually more to do than the upper classmen, while
our living off campus wastes our time for us.
Cannot the upper classmen tell us the real rea-
sons for our staying up, how they manage not to,
and why they are successful? Cannot they give
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with the recent gift of Mrs. Shaw for instruction in
Constitutional Government, that a recent study of
the courses in Government in 141 colleges and
universities shows Wellesley ranking number seven
in attendance and hours devoted to the course.
The only ones which show higher registration are
Columbia, Harvard, Technology, California, Illi-
nois and Wisconsin. Those having about the same
registration are Dartmouth, Kansas and New York
University. In all of the larger institutions this
course is either required or specified as an alter-
native choice for a degree.
The accepted list for indoor baseball has been
posted. Practice began Saturday, December 2.
The Seniors playing during the three o'clock pe-
riod, the Juniors the four o'clock.
Don't forget that Musical Vespers, December
10, is to be conducted by the Freshmen choir. It
promises to be a great treat.
A meeting of the Association of Magazines of
the Northern women's college was held at Bar-
nard college during the Thanksgiving recess.
Grace Ballard, Editor of the Wellesley College
Magazine, was our representative.
The Association aims to discuss problems of
policy connected with college magazines and
through co-operation with one another to settle
these problems in the most satisfactory way pos-
sible.
Fire Fund pledges are due before January 1,
1917—that means, really, before Christmas Vaca-
tion. It's not so easy to be enthusiastic about
paying these pledges now as it was just after the
fire, but let's recognize our duty and be prompt in
payment.
COLLEGE NOTES.
It is of interest to know in connection
This week's lecturer to the Psychology classes
was Miss Grace Kent, formerly of the King's
Park Hospital for the insane. She spoke on a
graded series of Intelligence Tests not required in
the use of words.
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The Sophomore rings appeared just before the
Thanksgiving recess. They are very good-looking:
the band of gold around the blue enamel center
is a little wider than those of last year. The
numerals are modified block, in gold upon the
deep blue raised center.
THE JUNIOR-FRESHMAN SOCIAL
Sunday afternoon, 3 December, Dr. Speer held
an informal question meeting at Billings Hall at
which all manner of religious perplexities were dis-
cussed. The meeting was very helpful.
Saturday evening, December 2, Miss Whiting
was the guest of Tower Court. After dinner she
spoke about the pictures of the Lady Hiiggins col-
lection which hang in the galleries and reception
rooms of Tower Court, telling something about the
personality and life of the donor and the reasons
for her interest in Wellesley.
Monday, November 27, the seniors at Stone en-
tertained the rest of the house with a formal din-
ner. After dinner, music hour was extended until
eight o'clock and dancing and various "stunts"
were enjoyed. An elimination dance proved par-
ticularly popular.
Miss Davis has just returned from a trip to
Rochester, New York. While there, she attended
the wedding of Anne Taylor, 1914. Dorothy Gos-
tenhofer, 1914, and Elizabeth Hartshorn, 1914,
were the two other Wellesley graduates present at'
the wedding.
Sir Rabindranath Tagore was much pleased with
Tower Court. He particularly admired the beau-
tiful colorings, the restfulness, the college motto
in the windows.
Various members of the Billy Sunday party
have been entertained in Wellesley during the last
week. Mr. Rodeheaver and Mr. Matthews were
guests of Tower Court, Monday evening, Decem-
ber 4. After dinner they sang in the Great Hall.
THE NOANETT PARTY.
While the more fortunate majority of the Fresh-
men were enjoying themselves visiting on Thanks-
giving, the stay-at-homes were having an equally
enjoyable time. They were invited to a vaudeville
at Noanett. The big dining room had been cleared
out to accommodate the audience. Of course there
was no real stage, but the lower end of floor space
sufficed for the actors. First of all the Village
Seniors represented country rubes at their first
motion picture play. Then they gave a very
thrilling melodrama. Although it cannot be said
that the onlookers were moved to tears, still the
playlet was thoroughly appreciated. Following
the Senior's act were charades, animal shows,
sketches, and a circus. After the vaudeville, there
was dancing. Refreshments were also served.
Every Freshman went home with a different opin-
ion of a Thanksgiving spent in Wellesley than slir
had had the day previous as she bid her friends a
tearful good-bye.





Daily Exhibition and Sale
11 DENTON ROAD.
WELLESLEY, MASS.
True democracy and great hilarity were the
keynotes of the Country Fair held in the Barn
last Saturday night. Society girls in evening
gowns danced with farmers, while youths in dress
suits proudly promenaded with old maids, coun-
try girls, or Turkish ladies from across the sea.
Surely no one would have recognized the sisterly
Juniors nor the timid Freshmen in these various
attires had she not known that the Junior-Fresh-
man Social was on hand. The fun started when
Webbs Poultry Show was exhibited. The Hygiene
Bird was greatly appreciated, and so were the
White Ducks for whom, it was suggested, we
might build a swimming pool. Crofton then con-
vinced the audience of the good effects on "Nebro's
Herpecide," and after that Noanett fascinated
all with a snake charmer and an animal race that
ended in a tie. The prize-winner, the pantomine
given by Lovewell and Elms, followed, and every-
one was moved to tears (of laughter, we fear), by
the harrowing experiences of the heroine. Next
came the Eliot Band, whose distinguished mem-
bers performed remarkably on combs, Tennis
racquets, book racks, and other miscellaneous in-
struments. The Reardon crowd then proved con-
clusively that "grinds" are not to the liking of the
masculine mind. The Juniors distinguished them-
selves by their clever imitation of some of our
mutual friends, and Miss Gamble, Mr. Fette and
Dr. Howe delighted the audience with their extra-
ordinary powers of intelligence. An old maid's
sewing circle was then excellently impersonated
by the Birches and Leighton House followed with
startling circus stunts requiring much skill. Ab-
bott Street gave a balloon ascension and Mrs.
Stone's girls contributed a minstrel show as a
closing number. An elimination dance followed
and after that refreshments consisting of cider,
apples, and doughnuts were served. The party
broke up after the Juniors and Freshmen had
given their respective cheers.
E. S., 1920.
WHAT FRENCH LITERATURE OWES TO
SPAIN.
On Tuesday evening, November 29th, at 7.45
P. M. in Billings Hall, Mme. Zacharie de Baralt
spoke to the students of Spanish and French on
"What French Literature Owes to Spain." Al-
though Tuesday evening was the night before a
vacation, we all forgot completely such worries as
unpacked suit-cases and late trains, and enjoyed
thoroughly her charmingly intimate lecture. Mme.
dc Baralt's purpose was, perhaps, two-fold. Not
only did she aim to show the influence of Spain
upon French literature, but also to acquaint us
with that land of beautiful women and luscious
grapes—Spain. The main points of her lecture
were that Spain, due to her history and isolation,
developed strong racial characteristics. Then by
the inter-marriage of French princes with Spanish
princesses, it became very fashionable to know
Spanish, at the court of France. Cornellle, the
father of the French Theatre, looked to Spain for
his inspirations. lie loved the heroism, the strug-
gle between the passions, and the strong sensa-
tions, in which the Spanish theatre abounded.
Next, the qualities of the Spanish theatre were
taken up. It was shown to us thai it was essen-
tially religious and monarchial. Tin- themes which
characterized its dramas were honor, gallantry,
gaiety, and the absolute purity of its women. In
comparison with tin- French Theatre, which is the
epitome of clearness, precision, and good form, the
Spanish Theatre though doI ^'> polished, lacking
in unity and in breadth of scope, hid that which











GIRLS 1 Piping hot drinks and steaming dishes can
be prepared in a jiffy with Canned Heat on the
Nickel Sterno Stove
Boiler and cover heavily nickeled. Non-heating ebonized
handle and knob. Detached nickeled serving tray. With
tin of STERNO CANNED HEAT, $1.00.
Canned Heat ignites at the match's scratch; odorless
—
dangerless—non-explosive—non-spillable.
Ask your dealer, or send this ad. with a dollar bill to
below address for dollar outfit plus EXTRA Tin of
Canned Heat FREE
!
PIN MONEY—and lots of it for the girl who connects
with us at once as agent at her college 1
Write for details— this minute I
S. STERNAU & CO., Inc.
233 Fifth Avenue, New York
to the nineteenth century Spanish influence can be
easily traced in the work of such writers as
Moliere, Musset, Beaumarchais, Le Sage, Gautier,
Victor Hugo and Rostand in the sombre and
tragic conceptions of love and in the extremity to
which qualities are pushed.
R. I. D., '19.
THE GEOLOGY OF IRON AND STEEL.
Professor R. H. Whitbeck, of the University of
Wisconsin, gave a lecture Monday afternoon,
November 27, on "The Geology of Iron and Steel,"
to the students in the Geology Department.
He spoke of ancient times, when the genius and
inspiration of the Egyptians and Greeks had to
be worked out in stone and marble, resulting in
pyramids and statues, beautiful in themselves,
hut quite powerless.
Today, however, when a man has expressed his
genius in constructing a steel machine, the mu-
chine yoes. His efforts are repaid through hav-
ing his hand power increased a thousandfold, and
his interest in this production of the work of lii-.
brain and hands docs not die with its completion.
BIRO LECTURE.
Dr. William 1'. Bade, Professor of Semitics In
the Pacific Theological Seminary at Berkeley,
California, will deliver before the Science Club on
Tuesday evening, December 1 -'. a lecture on "Some
Birds of the High Sierras," illustrated with
colored lantern slides.
Dr. Bade's interests are not confined to Sem-
itics. as his contributions to ornithology testify.
lii this province he has not only made a study of
birds, but has done much for their protection,
being President of the California Associated So-
cieties fur the Conservation of Wild Life, He is
o great lover of out-door life, and of long tramps,
and a-, such lie was an intimate of John Muir,
whose literary remains he is engaged in editing.
This lecture will be given In the Oi log Lecture
i; it 7.44 I". .M. and us far as the capacity "i
the room permits, bird lovers are invited to attend.
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Robes Tailleur, Manteaux, Top
Coats, Daytime and Evening
Frocks, Blouses, Millinery,
Furs, Footwear, Lingerie, Bou-




For the benefit of those who were not present at
the fire-drill held after the last Student Govern-
ment Meeting, and, for a reminder to those who
were, here is an explanation of the procedure to
be followed:
1. Each person takes her own chair, and a sec-
ond if there are empty ones in the way.
2. Those who sit on benches turn them parallel
to the length of the hall.
3. All leave the hall in the following order:
(a) The front, back to the second row of posts:
those to the right of the right-hand posts, leave
by the right side exit. Those to the left of the
left-hand posts leave by the first left side exit.
Those between the posts, leave by second left side
exit.
(b) From the second back to the third row of
posts: Those to the left of the right-hand post,
leave by the third left side exit. AH the rest by
the two large back doors.
(c) From the third back to the fifth row of
posts: Those to the left of left-hand posts, leave
by the fourth left side exit. All others leave by
the large back doors.
4. Go as far from the building as possible, to
make room for those behind.
5. Don't push.
6. Don't make a noise.
7. Keep cool even if you get uncomfortably
warm.
8. Let the first thing you do whenever you are
at the Barn be to look up your exit.
Remember that if fire ever touches the hay in
the loft above, the roof will not take long to fall.
You don't want to be under it when it does.
Jaxet Doe, Fire-Chief.
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THE NATIONAL ALLIED RELIEF BAZAAR.
Boston has never before known so stupendous a
Christmas Carnival as the National Allied Bazaar
to be held at Mechanics Hall, from December 9 to
December 20, daily from 11 A. M. to 11 P. M.
This Fair, the entire proceeds of which are to go
to the relief of the Allies, will furnish amusement
for everybody and a fund of suggestions for
Christmas shoppers.
Of especial interest to visitors will be the
British trenches, exact duplicates of those in use
today in Flanders, together with the barbed wire
entanglements and other such impediments, which
are being erected now under the charge of Chap-
tain Norman Thwaites, V. C, of the British
Army. A famous British "tank," exhibited under
the charge of Captain Ian Hay Bent, author of
The First Ten Thousand will make its trip two or
three limes daily across the trenches. Various
British and French aereoplanes will also be ex-
hibited.
The settings for an Italian garden will make the
stage upon which the cafe ehantants and the vari-
ous actors are to appear most attractive. The
noted Danish soprano, Povla Frisch, several mem-
bers of the Manhattan Opera Company, How, the
Japanese dancer, Yvette Guilbert, and Mary Pick-
ford are among those who will furnish the enter-
tainment. Lord and Lady Aberdeen will be in
charge of the Thistle and Shamrock booth and six
Irish girls, who have come to America especially
for this purpose, will amuse the patrons of the
Bazaar with true Irish jigs and folk songs. Real
Russian caviar, cakes, and other products will be
on sale at the Russian booth of which Mrs. Ralph
Adams Cram is chairman. Among her assistants
are six native Russians who will wear their na-
tional costume.
Another feature of special interest is an ex-
tremely rare book collection, in charge of William
R. Castle, Jr., the Dean of Harvard. The collec-
tion contains numerous rare editions and auto-
graphed books by the thousand. Moreover, the
Christmas shopper will find among the different
booths at the Bazaar a fund of suggestions for
unique Christmas gifts both great and small, many
of them importations.
Tickets admitting one to the Bazaar at any and
all times cost one dollar; single admission tic-
kets, the sale of which will be discontinued witli
the opening of the Bazaar, are twenty-five cents.
Watch for the notice of the ticket sale in Welles-
ley.
THIS COLLEGE OF OURS.
III.
WlIITIN OBSERVATORY.
The Whitin Observatory was tin- gift to Welles-
ley in 1900 of .Mrs. .John C. Whitin. She had been
interested in astronomy from her girlhood; when,
with another youthful enthusiast, she used to
spread a blanket on the grass and try to identify
the stars with •! candle and an atlas of the heavens.
The original building thai crowned the Observ-
atory Hill was rectangular, lint in 190(5 an exten-
sion was added which gave it its present L form.
The Observatory House was also built in this
year, where Miss Whiting, the first instructor, tool
up her residence. The white Observatory House
agrees in coloring with the Observatory itself,
which is built of white marble. Its roof, ribbed
and dinned, is of blue-green copper.
In the main structure is the apparatus. A
twelve-inch refracting telescope with mlcrono-
meter, spectroscope, and photometer attachments
are in the dome itself. The inscription, "Nighl
onto night showeth knowledge," circles the base
HOLIDAY HOUSE PARTIES
—AT—
THE NORTHFIELD EAST NORTHFIELD, MASS.
OPEN ALL THE YEAR
COLLEGE FOLK are cordially invited to visit Northfield for their Christmas or other
Winter Holiday. They will find here a House located among the New England Mountains,
overlooking the Connecticut Valley, and comfortably but not extravagantly equipped with all
modern conveniences.
OUTDOOR SPORTS in their season—Golf, Horseback Riding, Tennis, Tramping, Driv-
ing, Motoring, Snowshoeing, Skating, Sleighing, and Tobogganing.
SELECT CLIENTELE. REFINED SERVICE. MODERATE RATES.
FIRST-CLASS DELIVERY
Illustrated Booklet and further information will be gladly given.
H. S. Stone, Asst. Mgr. Ambert G. Moody, Mgr.
of the dome. Adjoining is a room which contains
a three-inch refracting transit and a sidereal
clock. In another room the concave grating
spectrascope of six-foot focus is housed. The next
room is the dark room, where experiments are
completed.
The library bears witness to Mrs. Whitin's
genius for combining beauty with efficiency. A
mahogany table, fine book-cases and valuable
photographs are there. Two of these photographs
are of those ancient instruments which Jesuit mis-
sionaries and travellers from Western Asia set
upon the walls of Pekin in the fifteenth century.
The books, a great quantity of periodicals and
source books of every nature, are open to the use
of Wellesley inhabitants, great and small. In the
library are also meteorological instruments for de-
termining the velocity of the wind.
In the office, which adjoins both library and
laboratory, holds the priceless treasures "on the
possession of which all other Observatories congrat-
ulate us," as Miss Whiting says. There are stained
glass panels of mediaeval quaintness from Tuke Hill
Observatory, there is an Arabian astrolabe and
marvelously wrought silver dial. There is a six-
teenth century book by Gio Paolo—"Concerning
the Making of All Instruments," and other books,
such as "Annus Climacterius" by Johannes Hevc-
lius, and the "Opera Posthutna" by Jeremiah
Horrocks.
The main laboratory, the particular possession
of the students, is more like a luxurious living
room than a workroom. It is large and many-
windowed; a generous fireplace with a blue War-
saw blue-stone shell' occupies one wall, while a
richlj colored Indian rug adds its decoration to
I In' scheme of tilings. On the mantle is an antique
hour glass. And another detail is the ease ..I
illuminated transparencies of the Orion Nebula.
Yet, in spite of its homelike atmosphere, the
work of the Department of Vstronomy is carried
mi in this room. The first-year courses an- divided
into small groups which work under a demon
sirator. They learn Hie problems of ostronomj
nol s.i much from lectures us from their own in
ilmns. Tin- most of Hie higher courses an
laboratory wnrk, supplemented by reference i
materia] in the library.
LOST.
Probably in the Administration Building, a
bunch of keys. Will the finder please return them
to Miss E. W. Manwaring, 20 Cazenove?
LOST.
A dark blue serge skirt, on the baseball field
the week before Field Day. The loser will be
grateful if the finder will communicate with
Janet Doe, 4-10 Tower Court.
LOST.
Friday, November 17, a pair of grey fur-lined
gloves, either at the Barn or between the Barn
and Stone.
If found, will you please return to .58 Stone Hall.
'MR. LEO DITRICHSTEIN IN THE
GREAT LOVER."
This has been a season of wonderful dramatic
treats, but it has remained for .Mr. Leo Ditrich-
stein to register the supreme success of the year in
bis delightful romantic comedy, "The Great
I.over," which began its limited engagement at the
Park Square Theatre. Boston, last .Monday. It
came lure heralded willi the highest of praise
from both New York and Chicago. The reception
accorded the attraction in E^OSton since last Mon-
day indicates that Bostonians an- particularly
alive In its merits and that theatregoers hen- will
respond in full-heartedness. But il is very much
In be regretted that Hie slay lure is positively
limited owing to tile necessity of covering Several
other large cities before Hie season ends. Ami as
this is the only New England cltj which thi
traction will visit it is urged (hat those who con-
template attending will bonk their seats as earl]
as possible. The dramatic reviewers and discrim
mating playgoers alike have accorded this superb
corned) of arlisiie life behind the seems in a great
metropolitan Grand opera House the highest emu
mendation. There will be Wcdnesda) ami Satur-
il.iv matinees. The mail order system In opera-
tion at this theatre assures satisfaction in the
choice of seals desired. .n/r.
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With tabulated Lit. notes,
Have led her into grief!
WIND.
The Wellesley wind—it wearies me!
Whene'er I wend my wary way
And hear its whoop of wanton glee
I clutch my skirts in %vild dismay
!
It whets its teeth in waspish spite,
It whips to bits my winsome curls,
And, as I take to writhing flight,
My books to wholesale ruin hurls
!
Nor, yet contented, speeds it hence.
It gives me yet its final flip
—
Whines, wheels and whirls me; gasping, tense,
To meet its wheezing partner, Grippe
!
THE SLEEPYHEAD.
I hate to go to bed at night,
To stay and sleep till morning's light.
In morning, just the other way,
I'd like to stay abed all day.
Night.
To lift my feet up off the floor,
And get in bed is such a bore.
I'm sure all night awake I'd keep,
If I should use the time for sleep.
Morning.
A thousand years I'd like to lie,
And rest and rest until I die.
'Tis hard when Duty calls "Arise"




One mile from Wellesley College.
BREAKFAST from 8 to 9.
DINNER 6.30 to 7.30.
Tel. Natick 8610
LUNCH 1 to 2
Tea-room open 3 to 5
MISS HARRIS. Manager
Hours 9-5. Telephone Connection
DR. L. D. H. FULLER
...©entfet...
Waban Building WELLESLEY SQUARE
There's a Senior in the corridor who's looking hard
at me;
She thinks that I look worried, and she's sorry as
can be.
She's friendly and has good advice. Her words
are soft and low,
But I can't stop to hear,
Though I'd love to have her near,
But I really have to hurry. I must go.
There's a Junior waiting for me, just to take me
out to tea;
She is really just a wonder; they're not all as nice
as she.
She's been waiting there for hours, and she's
smiling, too, I know.
I can't stop for tea today,
—
Though I'd love a little play,
—
For I really have to hurry. I must go.
There's a charming little Sophomore who's come
down here to see
If I am getting homesick, and if she could possibly
Do something j ust to cheer me up,—say take me
for a row,
—
Well I'd go if I were through
But I've loads of things to do,
And I really have to hurry. She must go.
There's a letter in the village mail, a letter from
the Dean.
Oh, I know what's in that letter. I don't have to
read between
All those neat typewritten lines. It won't shock
me, for I know
I've flunked in "Math" and "Comp" and "Lit"
[ must leave the town and quit
I must hurry out forever. I must go!
K., '20.
ESTABLISHED 1858




SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS
The "ORANA"
$3.00 HAT SHOP
Smart, dashing, good-looking hats; no two
alike; dressy hats our specialty.
Miss A. Orr, 149 Tremont St.
1122 Lawrence Bldg., Boston, Mass.
Tel. Oxford 2668-M.
IMlor B. L. KARTT furrier A. GAN, Ladies' Tailor
Opp. Post Office. .Wellesley Square. Tel. Well. 211-R.
Woolens, Worsteds and Broadcloth Suits, or Separate Skirt
made to order at leasonable prices. All kinds of Silk
Dresses. Wraps, Suits, and Waists dry cleansed, dyed and
pressed. Altering and remodeling of all kinds of "Ladies'
Garments a specialty. All kinds of Furs repaired and re-
modelled in the latest styles.
SUITS MADE TO ORDER
Cleaning, PRESSING, Dyeing and Repairing
AT REASONABLE PRICES
458 WASHINGTON ST., WELLESLEY, MASS. Tel. Connection
H When you buy a shoe §
S you have it fitted and you |l
=| take it because it looks 5
= well and feels comfort' s
S able. =g
= J But a careful selection |=
B of your corset is much 3
= more important. i|
= You must fee-1 comfort' 5j
^ able— and your corset =E
= must form a fashionable =
v= smooth base for your =
= gown. §|
1 c^fSL^. I
= Back. Lace Front Lace f§
= are designed with infinite =
iE care for every type of g
5 figure, and naturally the E
S best of fabrics, boning and H
= other materials is used in s
g their design, for they are §§
= high class corsets. S
2 But a Redfern is not an =
^ indulgence. It is a health' =§
^ ful safeguard. You will §§
= find it all you expect the =
S best corset to be—com' |=
SE fortable, fashionable and §|5 serviceable. 3
5 From Three Dollars Up =
= At High Class Stores §i
WELLESLEY INN
HOURS FOR MEALS
Breakfast 8 to 10
Luncheon 13 " S
Dinner 6 " 8
Afternoon Tea
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REFUGEES IN RUSSIA.
Millions of women and children and old men
are slowly dying in Russia, homeless wanderers.
A year ago, when the armies of the Grand Duke
Nicholas Nicholaievitch fell back before the great
German-Austrian drive, they felt it necessary for
military reasons to burn the villages and to send
the inhabitants from their homes. Several mil-
lions, so many as to defy registration, not only
poor peasants but all of moderate fortune, were
swept away destitute when the tide of peoples rose.
By rail, in carts, on foot, they moved in great
migratory waves eastward across the Russian
plain. Towns swelled in a single night to three
times their normal population. New hordes of
people, full of all wants, poured in rivers of
misery through the choked streets. Overwhelmed
by this human inundation, governors of towns and
cities could only drive the fugitives still farther
on. Cholera and typhoid swept their ranks. Their
passing fouled the rivers. They sold their horses,
carts and all but the last vestiges of clothing to
buy food. Their clothes were in rags, their boots
were worn through, they slept in the open on the
edges of the forest; and by day, fearing to rest
lest they should be left behind, shuffled pain-
fully on the endless road. Mighty pillars of
dust cloud marked their slow progress by day, and
burning camp fires marked the night. Over them
a dull sound rose,—cries of lost children, wailing
for the dead, prayers for food. Wherever they
bivouacked, there in the morning were new graves.
On through the governments of Central Russia,
across the ice-bound Volga, through Orenburg,
Ufa and far Tashkent, until finally in Siberia and
Central Asia, this desperate procession halted.
The roads of Russia are the way of the cross.
But the horrors of the exodus itself are being
transcended by what has followed. Think of these
people, in places like Samara, herded in hundreds
in the theatres, warehouses, roughly constructed
barracks, sleeping in crowded bunks, tier upon
tier. Or at Nizni-Novgorod, in the "nomera" over
the ambars of the great Bazaar,—foul cages full
of men and women like phantoms hovering on the
edge of life. The Russian Government, with the
efficient co-operation of the zemstvos and of the
committees organized by members of the imperial
family, and of national committees of the various
peoples, Poles, Jews, Lithuanians, Letts and Lit-
tle Russians, has kept this vast remnant of re-
fugees alive but it has not been able to do more
lhan to endeavor to house, clothe and give them
scanty food.
You have head the cry of Belgium and France
and of Serbia, but the voice of Russia you have
not heard. Will you not hearken to the silence of
Russia? Should not the American people help to
save these races from destruction, too? Typhus
is the great enemy of winter. Bathing and disin-
fecting facilities for killing vermin will save many
thousands of lives. Ten cents a day will feed,
light and heat a sufferer there. $200 will fit up a
bath; $300, a plant for dry disinfection. Most of
these people have only the clothes they stund in.
Opportunity must be given to disinfect their cloth-
ing while they bathe. The disbursement of this
money in Russia will be personally supervised by
a committee in Prtrogrud and by Mr. Thomas
Whittemore in the field. Mr. Whittemore speaks
Russian and in the winter of 1915-16 worked in
the governments of Kursk, Penza, Nizni-Novgorod,
Samara, Tambov, Tarkov, Orenburg and Ufa.
A WELLESLEY DISINFECTION PLANT IN
RUSSIA.
Novgorod, Russia,—a gift to bear the name of
Wellesley College?
The College has sent an ambulance to France
where it has done notable service among the
wounded in Alsace. A full and stirring account
of this work, with specific reference to the Welles-
ley car, may be found in a recently published book,
The Friends of France (Houghton and Mifflin
Company). Now it is hoped that a much smaller
sum can be raised before Christmas to help the
Russian refugees, many of whom have but one set
of clothes in which to live continuously. The re-
sult is vermin and typhus, the dread plague which
carries off thousands. At the great refugee sta-
tions, it is proposed to build public bath houses,
and, while the refugees are having their bath, to
disinfect their clothes by the dry Japanese method.
Your contribution of twenty-five cents, fifty cents,
or one dollar will save human life from misery
and death, will save decent folk, driven from their
homes through no fault of their own, from loath-
some suffering.
Nizhni Novgorod is the seat of the most famous
fair in Europe, to which every summer in July
and August 400,000 people come and stay. At a
junction of the Volga and Oka rivers, in a low-
lying peninsula of land, is this vast city of the
Fair, with its eight thousand shops, its inns and
caravansaries, where the people and products of
Persia, the Tartar provinces of Russia, Turkestan,
and China are assembled. In this city of shops,
bazaars, and inns, vacant except at the time of
the Fair, thousands of refugees are settled. Here
in one of the very largest refugee centers, it is
hoped Wellesley may establish its disinfection
plant and do a piece of constructive work by saving
people from otherwise inevitable filth diseases.
Will you not contribute your mite,—undergrad-
uates, alumnae, Faculty, and friends of Wellesley,
for this war relief in the heart of Russia? Con-
tributions, preferably by check, may be sent to Miss
Sally Calkins Wood, Wilder Hall, Wellesley. A
canvass will be made in each college house.
The Boston Committee consists of the chairman,
Mrs. Ralph Adams Cram, Mrs. Curtis Guild, Miss
Sophie C. Hart, Miss Katherine Loring, Miss M.
Wheelwright, Mrs. Roger Wolcott, Miss Yerxa,
Mr. J. E. Chandler, Mr. Horatio Lamb, Mr.
Chandler Post and Professor Leo Wiener.
The executive committee for the fund for re-
fugees in Russia consists of Mr. Charles Crane of
Chicago, Mr. William H. Crocker of San Fran-
cisco, President Emeritus Charles W. Eliot of
Cambridge, Mr. Arthur C. James of Newport, Mr.
George J. Nayre of San Francisco, Mr. Henry
Norgenthau and Mr. Charles Sabln of New York,
with local committees in different cities. Mr.
Thomas Whittemore, the American Director of
the Fund in Russia, came to Wellesley last spring
as the guest of Miss Hart and spoke of the work




Will the members and friends of Wellesley Col-
lege help raise a fund of $350 to build and equip a
disinfection plant fur Russian refugees in Nizhni
Can't rou c.ivi: some of your time?
\ re you making surgical dressings?
Come to the Main Thursday afternoons lit four!
Is your house doing organized work?
Arc you working for the soldiers?
Get knitting and sewing mule-rials from your
house chairman of War Relief I
Are you working for the children?
(l.t materials from the head of work for chil-
dren In your house
!
Can't vol SPARS vmi 01 IfOUl money?
Give to \ > u r head of work for children for
purchase Of materials!
Join the Wellesley Village Red Cross, member-
ship $1. The Wellesley Village Red Cross is pro-
viding materials for Surgical Dressings, and work
for the soldiers. Send checks to Miss Ellen Fiske,
Wellesley Hills, or give to Helen Blake, 351 Tower
Court.
Contribute articles listed on War board for
monthly boxes for children.
Give to any relief organization in which you are
particularly interested. Only give
!




The instinct toward prayer is one of the strong-
est of the human race, and the instinct has been
made a fixed habit by our upbringing. But there
comes a time when our intellect attacks our early
faith, and forces it to justify itself. We should
face these misgivings, challenge every belief, chal-
lenge every doubt. But having done what we
honestly believe is our best, we may still has mis-
givings. Some find it hard to pray in a world
so well-ordered as ours. But can we not think
of prayer as a great primeval force lodged in the
world at the beginning and that to pray is just
to be. in harmony with that order and solidity?
Others cannot see the necessity for prayer in a
world presided over by a wise God. The love and
wisdom of God does not relieve us from physical
or spiritual effort. It is through effort alone that
we attain to anything higher. Some feel that our
little lives are so small in comparison with the uni-
verse that God cannot care about our individual
troubles. But such a belief places Him beneath
our ideal of an earthly Father. We treat God
with irreverence by banishing him from our
thought; we honor him by asking His guidance.
Vespers.
Dr. Speer spoke Sunday evening on the sub-
ject of the "Awakened Orient." A new social
order and relationship is growing in the Asiatic
world and the rest of the world stands before
this.
This new order offers us a great duty., Here is
one half of humanity with all of its primitive
qualities still undeveloped. The first force at
work is the great economic upheaval which has
changed the foundation of this Eastern world.
Newspapers, mills and railroads have grown at an
inconceivable rate.
Another force is the thirst for knowledge and
understanding. The Renaissance seems trivial
compared to this sudden upheaval in the Orient.
The Mohammedan world which has been for
twelve hundred years chained to one book is break-
ing away. Such an upheaval has not been seen
in the West for centuries. And this movement is
causing less flurry, less consternation than any in
the West.
The third great force at work is the demand
for a popular government. Until now Asia has
been kept out of nationalism. The questions which
we discussed years ugo are but just bring dis-
cussed in China.
We stand looking out upon a gnat scene. It
is our duty to give to lliis awakened world that
for which il is asking.
KEY. AUHMIVM M. RlllliANY.
Those who heard Mr. Kihliuuv give his delight-
ful talk on Syrian life this full, and those- who
have read in Tht Atlantic his articles about his
own peoplei "ill be glad to know that be will
speak to us at the Christian tgsodation meeting
on Widnttday, December isth, giving us an ln-
terprel itioo pf the Twenty-third Psalm and (he
Lord's PraytT from the Syrian point of view.
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A NEW BOOK OF CHILDREN'S POEMS.
A beautiful Christmas gift has come to all of
us in the publication, by E. P. Dutton & Co., of
Professor Katharine Lee Bates' book, "Fairy
Gold." In it are collected for the first time the
delightful poems for children which she has been
writing for many years; some already familiar
from their appearance in periodicals, others now
first printed; headed by the captivating fairy play
which supplies the title of the volume. Childre*
will revel in these charming pages, but not chil-
dren alone; for they appeal, as the publishers'
notice well says, to "all whose hearts are young."
We may add, to all who know real poetry when
they see.it. Of the airy grace, the happy exuber-
ance of fancy, the bubbling wit, the great, rare
tenderness, the general bewitchment of the book,
it is hard to write in set phrases. Early readers
are already haunted by its lilting measures as
they go about their daily tasks. May their name
be legion
!
WELLESLEY CLUBS PLEASE READ!
This department will publish, from now on, lists
of the officers of Wellesley Clubs, such as, when
combined, may form a complete list of Club offi-
cers including councillors. The Alumna? office
earnestly requests the co-operation of the Clubs
in bringing and in keeping these lists up to date.
If your list is incorrect in whole or in part, will
you please supply corrections at once, sending
them to Miss Mary B. Jenkins, Wellesley College,
Wellesley, Mass. For instance, we should spe-
cially like to know the officers of the Southern
Colorado Club, and the married name and address
of Martha Charles, '12, secretary-treasurer of the
Chicago Wellesley Club. Neither of these has
been received.
Clubs are hereby again requested to send Club




Pres., Agnes Mooar Noyes (Mrs. Bartholomew
S.) '82, 264 Lee St., Oakland.
Vice-Pres., Agnes Claypole Moody (Mrs.
Robert O.) Fac, 2826 Garber St., Berkeley.
Sec.-Treas., Grace Cilley Tibbetts (Mrs. Walter
G.) '86-'89, 1246 St. Charles St., Alameda.
Rec. Sec'y, Elizabeth Adams, '96, 1770 Pacific
Ave., San Francisco.
Coun., Flora A. Randolph, '02, 2962 Derby St.,
Berkeley.
Southern.
Pres., Jessie Heber Joslin (Mrs. Garnett A.)
'07, 1018 Manhattan Place, Los Angeles.
Vice-Pres., Anita Brown, '11, 1948 Highland
Ave., Hollywood.
Sec.-Treas., Harriet Chapman Reynolds (Mrs.
Ralph W.) '93, 564 E. Colorado St., Pasadena.
Rec. Sec'y, Ella L. Lownsbery, '11, Y. W. C. A.,
Los Angeles.
Coun. Appointed from among those returning
for Commencement.
China.
Pres., Elsie Sites Raven (Mrs. Frank J.) '99,
75 Ronto Vallon, Shanghai.
Vice-Pres.,






Pres., Emma Teller Tyler (Mrs. George E.)
'89, 1353 Gaylord St.
Vice-Pres., Alice C. Holmes, '09, Y. W. C. A.
BI3g., Colorado Springs.
Sec. of State Club, Louise Bolard More (Mrs.
Charles H.) '98, 1320 Race St.
Perfumer
After the Bath
After a luxurious splash and an invigorating
rub, then the clean, cool sweetness of these
perfect toilet powders gives the final touch of
comfort. They are made of only the finest
ingredients to be had. The users of Lazell
Talcums realize something of the infinite care
which must go into their making because of
the boundless satisfaction which comes from
using them. These flower-odors are inex-
pressibly dainty.
Lazell's Massatta (Japanese) brings the
magic and the mystery of the far East into
your boudoir and sets afloat dreams of
Oriental luxury and incense-laden air.
Lazell'sSweet PeaTalcum, sprinkled overthe
glowing body after the bath, recalls the soft, perfumed air of some quaint old garden.
Lazell's Field Violet has the woody warmth and fragrance that come only from
the wild things living close to Nature's heart.
Lazell's Japanese Honeysuckle is a perfect reproduction of the well-loved
flower of Japan.
Let your choice of these four talcums fall where it will—each is supreme in quality, unmistakable in charm.
For sunburn and windburn, remember Lazell's Creme de Meridor remains unexcelled, the original
greaseless cream, never successfully imitated. Used liberally before and after exposure to the sun and
wind, it prevents skin irritation and protects the complexion.
You Need This Complete Lazell Beauty Box, 25c
It contains generous packages of toilet requisites in the delightful Massatta odor—soap, toilet water,
talcum powder, a miniature jar of Crime de Meridor and a box of Sweet Pea Face Powder—all packed
in dainty gold-colored case (illustrated below at the left), convenient for traveling or home use. Sent
for 25 cents and the name of your merchant.
Perfumer
Sec.-Treas. of Denver Chapter, Martha Schenck,
'04, 3015 Lowel Blvd.
Rec. Sec'y, Helen M. Hollister, '14, 1127 Down-
ing St.





Rec. Sec'y, Rea Schimpeler Ellingwood (Mrs.




Pres., Cornelia Park Knaebel (Mrs. Ernest) '96,
3707 Morrison St., Chevy Chase.
Vice-Pres., Mary G. Riley, '04, 2141 LeRoy PI.
Sec.-Treas., Edna C. Spaulding, '92, 2224 N.
St. N. W.
Rec.-Sec'y, Margaret E. Moorhouse, '15, 3625
Macomb St.
Coun., Frida Raynal, '97, 1626 Riggs Place.




Pres., Edna HacLellan Peitzsch (Mrs. Frederick
A.) '06, 25 Petrie St.
Vice-Pres., Elizabeth Limont, '14, 210 Seeley St.
Sec.-Treas., Lucy S. Curtiss, '05, 31 Washington
Terrace.
Dept. 33, Newburgh-on-the-Hudson, New York
Canadian Office: 33 Yonge St., Toronto, Ontario
Rec.-Sec'y, Harriet Hyde, '02-'04, 158 Savoy St.
Coun.,
Hartford.
Pres., Clara D. Capron, '83-'85, 41 Willard St.,
Hartford.
Vice-Pres., Louise Williams Kellogg (Mrs.
George A.) '01, West Hartford.
Sec.-Treas., Blanche M. Darling, '05, West
Hartford.
Rec.-Sec'y, Marion L. Butler, '12, Rockville.
Coun., Florence S. M. Crofut, '97, 25 Beacon
St., Hartford.
Neic Haven.
Pres., Anna Newton Porter (Mrs. Charles T.)
'09, 193 Lawrence St.
Vice-Pres., Grace Bennett Andrews (Mrs.
Harry) '00-'02, 493 Winthrop Ave.
Sec.-Treas., Lura E. Griswold, '12, 58 Fountain
Street.
Rec. Sec'y, Edith Hewitt Suttie (Mrs. Roscoe
H.) '12, 52 Beers St.
Coun., Hetty S. Wheeler, '02, 124 Linden St.
Georgia.
Pres., Katharine Bawling Wilcox (Mrs. Philip
W.) '11-'12, 29 Oakdale Drive, Atlanta.
Vice-Pres., Belle Lamar Stockbridge (Mrs.
Horace E.) '77-'79, '80-'82, Atlanta.
Sec.-Treas., Elva L. McKee, '13, 30 E. 8th St.,
Atlanta.
Rec. Sec'y, Jessie M. Sylvester, '01-'02, 325 Pock
St., Marietta.
Coun.,
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Hawaii.
Pres., Letitia M. Morgan, '13, 1319 Emma St.,
Honolulu, T. H.
Vice-Pres., none.
Sec-Treas., Juliette May Fraser, '09, 1804, Col-





Pres., Virginia Dodge Hough (Mrs. Clarence
A.) '92, 127 So. East Ave., Oak Park.
Vice-Presidents, Georgia Silver Broomell (Mrs.
Francis E.) '0-2, 6233 Winthrop Ave., Chicago.
Marion Mills Brown (Mrs. Ralph C.) '10, 4816
Dorchester Ave., Chicago.
Marjorie Moore, '11, 429 Forest Ave., Oak Park.
Sec-Treas., Martha Charles
Rec. Sec'y, Ruth V. Lester, '06-'07, 5819 Black-
stone Ave., Chicago.
Cor. Sec'y, Kathryn Schmidt, '14, 113 Bellevue
Place, Chicago.
Coun., Elizabeth Moore McLeish (Mrs. Bruce)
'06, 484 Sheridan Rd., Glencoe.
Aud., Elizabeth Allbright Boyd (Mrs. Kenneth)
'12, 5730 Kimbark Ave., Chicago.
Central.
Pres., Susan E. Wilcox, '89, 502 S. State St.,
Springfield.
Vice-Pres., Isabella Thompson Machan (Mrs.
George S.) '97, 854 W. Williams St., Decatur.
Sec-Treas., Marjorie S. Logan, '03-'04, 430 S.
Second St., Springfield.
Rec Sec'y, Louise S. Lines, '07, 430 Perry Ave,
Peoria.
Coun., Ellen Smith Hatch (Mrs. Pascal E.) '98,
1005 N. 7th St., Springfield.
Indiana.
Indianapolis.
Pres., Corinne Locke Barcus (Mrs. Hugh H.)
'06, 5614 Lowell Ave., Indianapolis.
Vice-Pres., Frances Hershey Moore (Mrs. Jesse
C.) '96, 1821 N. Pennsylvania St., Indianapolis.
Sec-Treas., Stella W. Morrison, '08, 701 N. New
Jersey St., Indianapolis.
Rec. Sec'y, Helen Potter, '05, 1704 N. Pennsyl-
vania St., Indianapolis.
Coun., Frances Hershey Moore, '96.
Cor. Sec'y, Hannah Bradford, 232 N. Indiana
St., Indianapolis.
IN MEMORIAM
CLAUDIA BENNETT FROST, '86.
As the name of Claudia Bennett is called in the
roster of the Class of 1886 at this thirtieth re-
union, it is the sad duty of those who loved her to
answer for her "not present
—
gone beyond"; and,
as we answer, to call before the class a picture of
the girl we first knew, of the woman of our later
knowledge.
When Claudia Bennett first came to Wellesley
she was a girl who had seen little of the world,
who looked upon her new surroundings with
timid, questioning eyes. But soon there came an
awakening, a new light in her eyes, an aroused
understanding of the deeper meaning of life, and
we recognize the Claudia Bennett of our later
college days. Beneath a bright and sunny sur-
face ran an undercurrent of deep sympathy, of
ready helpfulness, and of eager wonder as to
where the great stream of life would lead her
and those near to her.
For herself that stream of life grew deeper and
broader as the years went on and she fulfilled her
arduous duties as the wife of a minister and as a
devoted mother; her life wis filled with loving
work for others, with service modestly and sweet-
ly given. Rut even with these varied and absorb-
ing demands upon her time and limited strength,
she never lost her enthusiasm and loyal devotion
to her Alma Muter and her classmates and to the
end counted these friendships a source of strength.
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the words with which Charles Kingsley answered
his friends when they spoke to him of the fast
approaching end of his earthly life: "I have no
dread of death, only a great and holy curiosity as
to what lies beyond, and an abiding faith in the
eternal goodness of God."
The Class of '86 feels keenly its own great loss
and wishes to express to those nearest to Claudia
Bennett Frost its sympathy in that grief which




the school to which she gave the best years of her




MARY HAYDEN GATES, '86.
In college days Mary Hayden was a beautiful
girl and we loved her. We all remember the
light of her face illumined by a soul of high ideals.
She was an excellent student and an ever gracious
and helpful friend to all who knew her. The same
qualities which endeared her to college friends
made her in after life a quiet power in her home
and community.
Mary Hayden Gates was a devoted daughter,
wife and mother, and though home always came
first, she was deeply interested in the uplift of
the world and found time for active service in
church and society. Our heartfelt sympathy goes






'03. On November 14, 1916, in Kansas City,
Mo., Jessica Lathrop (Mrs. Mabey Mellier).
JESSICA LATHROP MELLIER, 1903.
In expressing our sorrow in the loss of our
classmate, Jessica Lathrop Mellier, the Class of
1903 wishes to recall and to put on record our
happy memories of her—of her gentleness, her
reserve, her unusual charm, of the graciousness
and beauty of person which typified a rarely
beautiful spirit.
Signed: For the Class of 1903.
Elizabeth C. Torrey, Pres.
Mary B. Jenkins, Sec'y,
Elsie Vantine Stf.enstra.
(WITH APOLOGIES TO "SQUIRRELS.")
UNA LODOR, '86.
Tin- (lass Of 1886 hud 110 more loyal 1111(1 devoted
member than Una l.odor. Her name is synony-
mous with .ill Hint means self-effacing and loving
service. To her work, to her class, to her family,
she gave unstinted and sclf-sarrilirintr devotion.
Those who knew bet in the years after graduation
realized that she had developed into a hrnnd-mlndcd
woman, a beloved teacher, an abiding power In
The Campus is a place I know,
Where we must study hard, and so
When cunning squirrels hop and run
Anil chatter gaily in the sun.
We turn our eyes ami ears away,
\nil concentrate on Math, all day,
Lest the campus green no more we see
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